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PARTICLE ARC THERAPY

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This disclosure relates to systems and methods for providing substantially

continuous charged particle arc therapy.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Charged particle therapy employs beams of energized protons, carbon ions, or

other charged particles. Currently, one of the most common types of particle therapy is

proton therapy. Proton therapy, also referred to as proton beam therapy, is a medical

procedure that uses a beam of protons to irradiate diseased tissue. One of the advantages

of proton therapy in comparison to the conventional photon radiotherapy such as, X-ray

or gamma ray, for example, for the treatment of cancer, is the reduced integral dose to the

patient. Integral dose can refer to a total amount of energy experienced by the patient

during radiative kinds of treatments. Proton therapy can help to minimize damage to

tissues and structures while focusing a preferred dose upon the target tissue.

[0003] Proton therapy may provide superior tumor coverage and deliver a lower

integral dose to a patient's body compared to conventional radiotherapy. As compared to

traditional passive-scattering proton therapy, spot-scanning proton therapy techniques

may provide superior target coverage by scanning the target spot-by-spot and layer-by-

layer similar to three-dimensional printing techniques. But current spot-scanning proton

therapy beam delivery techniques may be limited in performance and may only be

capable of delivering limited proton beams in one treatment fraction (i.e., normally one

treatment fraction only consists of 1-4 treatment fields).

SUMMARY

[0004] A method of delivering a particle beam at a target is disclosed. In

implementations, a particle beam is delivered from an output device at a plurality of

control points and the method comprises the step of delivering a substantially continuous

particle beam about the plurality of control points.



DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0005] FIG. 1 is a schematic view of an exemplary system according to

implementations.

[0006] FIG. 2A is an example arrangement of operations for operating the system of

FIG. 1.

[0007] FIG. 2B is an example arrangement of operations for operating the system of

FIG. 1.

[0008] FIGS. 3A-3D illustrate exemplary arrangements of operations for operating

the system of FIG. 1 .

[0009] FIGS. 4A-4D are schematic views of example control point resampling

techniques.

[0010] FIGS. 5A-5C are schematic views of example energy layer reorganization and

re-distribution techniques.

[0011] FIGS. 6A-6C are schematic views of example energy layer reorganization and

re-distribution techniques.

[0012] FIGS. 7A-7C are schematic views of example energy layer reorganization and

re-distribution techniques.

[0013] FIGS. 8A and 8B are schematic views of an example of a spot delivery

sequence re-organization and interpolation technique that may be used between the

control points.

[0014] FIG. 9 is a schematic view of an example computing device executing any

systems or methods described herein.

[0015] FIG. 10 is an example of a graphical user interface that illustrates plan

selections for presenting to a user.

[0016] Like reference symbols in the various drawings indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0017] This description describes implementations and methods of particle spot-

scanning therapy to deliver a particle beam in a substantially continuous manner. In

implementations, a particle beam is delivered in a substantially continuous manner in

connection with one or both of a gantry, a couch, or other arrangements whereby an



impact angle of the particle beam is altered. Throughout the description hereof, the term

proton is used as an example of a particle. It is to be appreciated that the invention hereof

should not be so limited to a proton and the inventors recognize that the principles are

applicable to all particles and the terms are generally interchangeable in the context of

this disclosure.

[0018] The inventors hereof have identified inefficiencies associated with

conventional spot-scanning proton therapy (e.g., Intensity Modulated Proton Therapy

(EVITP) and the like.). Namely, conventional techniques may not maximize an

effectively continuous proton delivery. For example, and perhaps among other things,

such conventional systems may effectively cease proton delivery when changing between

impact angles (defined below) with reference to a desired target (defined below) (a

proton machine will typically first adjust the impact angle and then deliver the proton

beam and thereby limit treatment efficiency.) In addition, stopping and starting of the

proton delivery can impact the calibration of the proton delivery system as some systems

experience a vibration when switching between delivery and non-delivery.

[0019] With reference now to the Figures, FIG. 1 illustrates an implementation of a

proton delivery system 100 for delivering a substantially continuous proton treatment to

a patient using one or more arc trajectories or non-iso centric movement with couch and

gantry at same time. As illustrated, system 100 includes a particle accelerator 102 that

delivers one or more proton beams 104, via a beam line 106, to output 120. Particle

accelerator 102 accelerates charged particles and arranges charged particles in well-

defined beams before extracting proton beams 104 via beam line 106. Examples of

particle accelerators include colliders, cyclotrons, synchrotrons, laser proton accelerators,

and the like.

[0020] In some implementations, accelerator 102 may be positioned remote from

output 120 such that accelerator 102 may be centrally located and selectively connectable

to multiple outputs 120.

[0021] With continued reference to FIG. 1, beam 104 is output 120 towards a desired

target of a body 114 having an isocenter or multiple continuous moving isocenters 116

located on a treatment station 110. Beam is directed at the desired target with respect to

an impact angle (IA) relative to the current isocenter 116, which will be described in



additional detail below. For ease of disclosure, body 114 may be referenced herein as a

tumor and treatment station 110 will be referenced as a couch or a table, yet it is to be

appreciated that other targets and treatment stations are contemplated and the disclosure

should not be limited to the examples.

[0022] Impact angle as used in this disclosure is the angle in which body 114

experiences beam 104 and is shown as the angle between a plane that extends through the

isocenter 116 of body 114 (parallel with treatment station 110) and beam 104. For ease

of disclosure, each change in impact angle IA is the result of movement of one or both of

(i) adjustment of output 120 about a gantry 122 among a plurality of control points 124

(as shown in the Figures) with respect to body 114, (ii) adjustment of body 114 at a

plurality of control points 124 with respect to output 120, via movement of the treatment

station 110 or the like, (iii) movement of output 120 and movement of body 114, each

with respect to one another independently or simultaneously, or (iv) other suitable means.

[0023] In an implementation, magnets (not shown) may be provided in or about

output 120 and/or along the beam line 104 that have adjustable currents to selectively

adjust beam 104. In an implementation, a degrader or energy selection system (such as a

wedge or the like) in the beamline may be provided to offer a selectively adjustable

proton energy; for example, different energies may be more desirable based on an

appropriate treatment. A range shifter (sometimes referred to as a bolus)(not shown) may

be used (e.g., in the gantry nozzle) to attenuate the proton energy. A proton multi-leaf

collimation system may be used to sharp the proton spot lateral penumbra during the

delivery and rotation of the gantry, couch, or the like. Such an attenuation and selection

may be utilized to alter the energy of the proton beam and achieve desired depths of

treatment. For purpose of this disclosure, different depths within body 114 will be

referenced as energy layers. Multiple energy layers can be used in the system 110

described herein to effectively treat a three-dimensional tumor 114.

[0024] In some examples, range shifter may be used to degrade, or broaden, beam

104. During a session, range shifter may move continuously during the gantry rotation

with respect to isocenter 116. Range shifter may be used to optimize an air gap between

the range shifter and the patient's skin to ensure the proton beam 104 reaches a



designated position 116 that has a pre-defined size and is generally associated with tumor

114.

[0025] In some arrangements, system 100 may be deployed in conjunction with an a

configuration system, such as, for example, an imaging system. In implementations, the

configuration system may be a a Cone-Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT), a

Fluoroscope, stereotactic imaging system, surface matching camera system, or other

similar devices that can monitor the patient during the proton beam delivery.

[0026] In an implementation, system 100 delivers a substantially continuous beam of

protons 104 during a session and throughout any changes to one or both of the impact

angle (IA) - whether such impact angle is altered via changing control points via (i)

movement of output 120 along a gantry G, (ii) movement of couch; or (iii) a combination

thereof. For ease of disclosure, the remainder of this disclosure will disclose

embodiments where impact angle is altered by movement of output 120 about control

points 124 along a gantry G but it is equally contemplated that IA may be otherwise

altered and the scope of this disclosure should not be limited to the disclosed

embodiments.

[0027] As described in more detail below, system 100 may be generally configured to

minimize a number of energy layers for one, some, or all of the beams that may be

directed toward one or more control points. To achieve such minimization, in an

implementation, system 100 may undertake one or more of the following steps (i) filters

lower weighted energy layers from the session, (ii) filters lower weighted proton spots,

and (iii) re-arranges the remaining energy layers and/or proton spots between two or

more consecutive control points which thereby maintains the same robust plan quality

and is formatted to yield a substantially continuous step-and-shoot proton arc delivery.

[0028] A session will now be described. In an implementation, output 120 emits

beam 104 towards a desired location of tumor 114 of patient 112 at a number of impact

angles IA; accordingly, control points 124. As an example, output 120 moves about a

track 122 in a manner that facilitates the proton beam 104 to reach target 114 about

different impact angles IA and at a number of associated control points 124. For

example, system 100 may be configured to provide an optimized session in accordance

with a cancer treatment session.



[0029] In implementations, system 100 provides session algorithms and platforms

(i.e., executing on the data processing hardware 130) to deliver an optimized session to

patient 112 via output 120. In an implementation, system 100 maximizes one or more

sessions through: (a) determining an optimized number of energy layers per control point

(e.g., 1-6 energy layers), (b) determining an optimum number of control points (and/or

impact angles IA), and (c) performing spot beam weighting and positioning at each

control point 124 (and/or imaging angle). In other words, system 100 provides a session

that optimizes the number, and position, of control points 124 (and/or impact angles) and

identifies the weight and position of each beam reaching a desired location about tumor

114.

[0030] In an implementation, system 100 may include one or more substantially

continuous scanning modes, such as, but not limited to a step-and-shoot spot scanning

mode, a continuous arc delivery mode, or other delivery modes. In a step-and-shoot spot

scanning mode, system 100 switches energy layers of beam 104 by selecting different

energy layers (e.g., by using degrader and adjusting magnets as described above) to direct

beam 104 to the desired positions about target 114 among various impact angles (IA) and

while the imaging angle (IA) is adjusting (e.g., while gantry is rotating between control

points 124).

[0031] In implementations, system 100 delivers one or more beams 104 at each

control point 124 (and/or impact angle (IA)) and, in some embodiments, each proton

beam 104 may be associated with an energy layer. In an implementation, each energy

layer may be different and, in other implementations some or all of the energy layers may

be common.

[0032] In some implementations, a step-and-shoot approach may save time by

switching among one or more energy layers while adjusting impact angles IA. In other

words, system 100 can change the one or more beams 104 between one or more energy

layers during the IA adjustment, thereby resulting in a reduced overall session time. For

example, considering a gantry rotation speed of three degrees per second, during the one

second it may take gantry to rotate to a next control point three degrees away, system 100

may change the one or more energy layers in which beam 104 is directed.



[0033] As earlier described, in some examples, at each control point, beam 104 may

include 1-6 energy layers. In an exemplary session, each control point 124 may include

a beam 104 having one energy layer. In alternative sessions, it may be desired to reach

one or more energy layers for one or more control points 124 - in which case, system 100

changes energy layers without gantry rotation at such control points 124. As a result,

system 100 may provide multiple beams 104, each having a different energy layers. Both

scenarios result in full or partial tumor 114 (three-dimensional) coverage from multiple

impact angles IA and/or control points 124 thereby providing a system that delivers a full

and robust tumor coverage dose through one or more arc trajectories.

[0034] In a continuous arc delivery mode, instead of delivering the proton beam 104

at each static control point 124, system 100 continuously delivers the proton beam 104

while changing the impact angle IA or control points 124. So instead of utilizing discrete

control points 124 or impact angles IA that are described above for the step and shoot

examples, in a continuous arc delivery mode, system 100 considers each control point

124 or impact angle IA as being within an angular range (e.g., -0.5 < a < 0.5 degrees) or a

position range ( e.g., -1mm < x < +lmm couch position ) which will be referred to herein

as a control point sampling frequency (CPSF). It will be appreciated, therefore, that a

higher control point sampling frequency indicates a smaller angle or position spread

between adjacent control points. As a result, such discrete radiation delivery through step

& shoot mode through different control points will be a close approximation to the

continuous radiation delivery with such control point range (e.g., from -10 degree to 20

degree partial arc and/or -10cm to +20cm couch movements).

[0035] In implementations, and as described in the examples that follow, control

point sampling frequency (CPSF) may be introduced to effectively minimize the

dosimetric difference witnessed upon body 114 as compared with the previously

described step-and-shoot delivery. For example, the desired control point sampling

frequency of the continuous session may suggest that four degrees between each effective

control point (e.g. from 0 to 4 degrees) is substantially dosimetrically equal to a step and

shoot session delivered at 2 degrees.

[0036] In an implementation, there is almost no dosimetric difference between

statically delivering the proton beam 104 at one degree (step-and-shoot mode) and



dynamically delivering the proton beam from 0.5 to 1.5 degree (continuous arc delivery

mode). But in the latter continuous case, delivering proton beam 104 continuously

during the gantry rotation having a CPSF of 1 degree - additional time may be saved and

gantry inertia, vibrations during stop and start or other mechanical issues can be avoided.

[0037] In some implementations, system 100 may be configured to determine an

optimized number of control points 124 and re-sampling the control points 124 to achieve

a desired control point sampling frequency CPSF. In addition, system 100 may be

configured to filter energy layers associated with each control point 124 such that the

energy layers are weighted and those having low monitor units (MU) are removed. In

some implementations, system 100 may also be configured to organize and allocated

energy layers to nearby control points 124 instead of, prior to, or after filtering the energy

layers.

[0038] To improve the calculation and optimization speed, system 100 may employ a

progressive dose grid sampling method, which may be defined by the unit of energy

deposition in the Computer Tomography (CT) set or patient body. For example, one (1)

cubic center size cube consists of 1000 dose grids with 1mm x 1mm x 1mm size or 1

dose grid with 10mm x 10mm x 10mm size. An implementation of such a progressive

dose grid sampling method may utilize a a coarse dose grid size, and then progressively

reduce the dose grid size during the optimization.

[0039] System 100 includes memory hardware 132 in communication with the data

processing hardware 130. The memory hardware 132 stores instructions that when

executed on the data processing hardware 130 cause the data processing hardware 132 to

perform operations, such as the method described with respect to FIG. 2, the method

described with respect to FIGS. 3A-3C, or the method described with respect to FIG 3D.

[0040] FIG. 2 describes an example arrangement of operations for a method 200 of

operating system 100. At block 210, system 100 pre-defines a proton arc range (i.e., an

initial angle and a stop angle as) associated with gantry opening 122 and/or the rotation

of table 110 or couch/table translation movement (i.e., an initial position xi and a stop

position xs) . In some examples, a user defines the proton arc range. For example, system

100 sets an initial angle i or position of control point 124 (i.e., gantry location) of proton

output 120 emitting beam 104. In some examples, system 100 sets the initial angle i at



10 degrees and an initial stop angle s at 60 degrees. In some examples, if the gantry is

capable of rotating at 360 degrees, then the initial angle i is set at zero degrees and the

initial stop angle s is set at 360 degrees. Other values of the initial angles and stop

angles as are possible as well. In some implementations, since table/couch 110 is capable

of translational movement, system 100 also sets a table/couch initial angle and position

for the table/couch 110 with respect to proton output 120. In this case, control point 124

is defined as table translation and rotational movement, for example every one

centimeter, every two centimeters, or other every one degree, every two degree as well.

Therefore, in some implementations, system 100 defines an initial angle i for output 120

and/or an initial angle for the table/couch 110 resulting in the rotation of one or both of

the proton output 120 and the table/couch 110. As a result, system 100 considers the

rotation of one or both of the output 120 and the table/couch 110 with respect to one

another to generate the proton arc range.

[0041] At block 220, system 100 determines a coarse control point sampling

frequency CPSF as shown in FIG. 4A. In other words, system 100 identifies a number of

gantry locations or control points 124. As shown in FIG. 4A, system 100 identifies eight

control points 124 within the gantry's 360-degrees of freedom. Other number of coarse

control points may be used as well.

[0042] Referring back to FIG. 2, at block 230 system 100 determines an optimization

treatment plan for patient 112. The optimization treatment plan determines a beam dose

plan used by the beam 104 to irradiate body 114 as well as spare nearby tissue. In some

examples, system 100 considers the anatomy of patient 112, and determines a beam

energy (i.e., energy layer), a beam spot position, and a number of protons to be delivered

in each beam 104 to patient 112. In addition, system 100 optimizes a dose distribution in

patient 112 (for example, robustness optimization by considering daily treatment setup

and proton range uncertainties; radiobiology effect (RBE) optimization by considering

radiation biology effect of the proton beam), which allows a robust dose distribution or

biological effective dose to body 114 as well as spare the healthy tissue and organs under

these uncertainties. In some implementations, system 100 determines the effects of

potential changes to body 114, for example, and adjusts the treatment plan accordingly,

which may be referred to as treatment plan adaptation. Some changes may include, the



patient gaining or losing weight, the tumor changing size, or other considerations. By

using robust optimization, system 100 is capable of providing optimal robust target

coverage while sparing healthy tissue.

[0043] At block 240, system 100 may first (A) optionally optimize the sampling

frequency of the control points 124 (e.g. iteratively increasing control points numbers at

block 240) , the energy layer(s) and proton spots associated with each control point 124

to optimize the delivery efficiency for delivering proton beam 104, resulting in an

optimized treatment plan. In other words, system 100 uses a random iterative process

that selects the optimized energy layers and spot position and weightings of beam 104 for

the treatment.

[0044] Following the optional control point, energy layer optimization and spot

delivery sequence optimization described about in block 240 or, instead skipping the

optional optimization about (A), system 100 may be formatted to either:

(i) Re-sample the control points 124, and re-organize and re-distribute the energy

layers between the control points 124 as illustrated in FIG. 2A. For example,

sequential optimization can be utilized such that system 100 first increases the

control point sampling frequency CPSF through control point re-sampling and

energy layer re-distribution mechanism (as described above) and then employs

one or both of energy layer filtration and spot number reduction mechanisms to

reduce the number of energy layers and spot number per plan (as described

above), and vice versa; or

(ii) Allow the practitioner to identify a pre-defined control point sampling

frequency (CPSF) and, based on the desired CPSF, pre-defining energy layers and

performing sorting as illustrated in FIG. 2B. For example, if a practitioner defines

a prostate proton arc plan having two degrees per control point (i.e., 180 control

points on a 360 degree rotation axis), in order to optimize the arc plan in a

reasonable calculation time and computer resources, system 100 predefines

control point zones (e.g. in the prostate example, we defined 8 zones and each

zone contains 20 control points.) In such an example, each zone contains a range

of the energy layers (e.g. 250MeV to 70MeV) and each control point and then

assigned with a sub-predefined range e.g. control point # 1 range from 250MeV to



210MeV, Control point #2 range from 210MeV to 160MeV. It can be evenly

distributed or unevenly distributed. Then it followed by optimization process in

which it will find an optimum plan quality based on such predefined zone and

control points.

[0045] In an implementation, at block 250 system 100 generates an optimized plan

for patient 112. As described, the determined plan may be tailored to accommodate a

specific patient 112, and may be adjustable based on variables of patient 112 (e.g., the

patient's daily treatment setup, proton range uncertainties, tumor motion, weight, the size

of the tumor 114, other patient related measurements, and the like.) In an

implementation, system 100 includes a processor that is additionally programmed to

generate, and identify, one or more alternative plans that may alternatively account for

different plan parameters, plan qualities, delivery efficiencies, clinician defined variables,

and the like.) In an implementation, a user is able to pick one from the one or more

number of plans. In an implementation, a database may be provided that includes

hundreds of plans which could be based on the objective value of each plan, each

individual objective function or delivery time for different machines (fix gantry, full

gantry, synchrotron or cyclotron machine) or parameters (energy layer numbers, spot

numbers or MU). An example graphical user interface is provided at FIG. 10 that

illustrates a number of such plans in which the clinician could select.

[0046] FIGS. 3A and 3B describe a more detailed example arrangement of operations

than FIG. 2 for a method 300 of operating system 100. At block 310, similar to block

210 of FIG. 2, system 100 defines a proton arc range (i.e., the initial angle o and stop

angle s of output 120 within the rotation of gantry and/or couch 110 (see FIG. 4A)). For

example, system 100 sets an initial angle i as the initial control point 124 (i.e., gantry

location) of output 120 emitting beam 104. In some implementations, system 100 also

sets a table initial angle for the table 110. Therefore, in some implementations, system

100 defines an initial angle i for output 120 and/or a table initial angle for table 110,

such that beam 104 from output 120 is capable of reaching tumor 114 at the desired

impact angle IA. The operating system could deliver multi-iso center particle beam

therapy or non-coplanar multi-isocenter particle beam with couch/table and gantry

movements.



[0047] At block 320, similar to block 220 of FIG. 2, system 100 determines a coarse

control point sampling, as shown in FIG. 4A, between the identified initial angle i and

the identified initial stop angle s . In other words, system 100 identifies a set of gantry

and/or couch locations or control points 124 between the identified initial angle i and the

identified initial stop angle s . As shown in FIG. 4, system 100 identifies eight control

points 124 within the gantry's 360-degrees. In this example, the initial angle ai is at zero

degrees and the initial stop angle s is at 360 degrees. Other numbers of sampling

control points 124 between the initial angle ai and the initial stop angle a s are possible as

well.

[0048] Referring back to FIGS. 3A and 3B, at block 330, 330A system 100

determines an optimization treatment plan for patient 112 that determines a beam dose

plan used by beam 104 at the identified control points 124 (identified at block 320) to

irradiate tumor 114 similar to the optimization treatment plan described above with

respect to block 230 of FIG. 2 . In some examples, data processing hardware 130

executes the optimization of the treatment plan based on information stored on the

memory hardware in communication with the data processing hardware 130. The

optimization may include one or more optimization techniques or methods, such as but

not limited to, robust optimization, four or five-dimensional (time and geometry change

or frequency dimension) robust optimization, adaptive optimization, and radiation

biological effect (RBE) optimization. The optimization treatment plan includes

identifying an energy layer associated with a beam, a spot position, and a number of

protons to be delivered in each beam 104 originating from output 120 at the identified

control points 124 (identified at block 320). In addition, system 100 determines the

optimization treatment plan for patient 112 at the identified control points 124 by

considering the anatomy of the patient 112. In addition, system 100 optimizes a dose

distribution in patient 112 (for example, by considering daily treatment setup and proton

range uncertainties), which allows a robust dose distribution to the tumor as well as spare

the healthy tissue and organs under these uncertainties. In some implementations, system

100 determines the effects of potential changes to tumor 114, for example, and adjusts the

treatment plan accordingly, which may be referred to as treatment plan adaptation. Some

changes may include the patient gaining or losing weight, the tumor changing size, or



other considerations. By using robust optimization, system 100 is capable of providing

optimal robust target coverage while sparing healthy tissue.

[0049] At block 340, system 100 optionally randomly selects between an energy

filtration method at block 342, 342A and a control point re-sampling, energy layer re-

distribution method and spot delivery sequence re-distribution at block 344. At optional

block 342A, system 100 filters the energy layers of beam 104. In other words, system

100 removes low-weighted energy layers associated with one beam or the total beams

associated with the treatment plan. System 100 may define a cut off MU weighting

threshold for one or both of the energy layers orthe spot numbers, so that the energy

layers or spot numbers fail to meet the cutoff threshold will not be further considered at

later steps of the method. For example, system 100 identifies the lowest 10% of MU

weighting energy layers associated with all control points 124 and removes the identified

lowest 10% of energy layers associated with all the control points 124. Other cutoff

percentages may be used as well. In other examples, the MU weighting threshold for the

energy layer may be associated with beams 104 outputted at each control point.

[0050] As previously discussed, at block 340, system 100 may either (i) randomly

select between the energy filtration method at block 342A and the control point re

sampling, energy layer re-distribution and spot delivery sequence re-organization method

at block 344 (as illustrated in FIGS. 3A-3C) or (ii) allow the practitioner to identify a pre-

defined control point sampling frequency (CPSF) and, based on the desired CPSF, pre

defines energy layers and perform sorting based on the particular treatment (as illustrated

in FIG. 3D).

[0051] If system 100 selects the control point re-sampling, energy layer re

distribution and spot delivery sequence method at block 344, then system 100 filters one

or both of the energy layers or the spots associated with beams 104 of the treatment plan.

[0052] In an implementation, system 100 re-samples the control points 124, or more

specifically increases the number of control points as shown in FIGS. 4B and 4C. FIG.

4B illustrates a method that system 100 uses to split a control point 124 into first and

second control points 124 (la and lb), while FIG. 4C shows a method used by system

100 to add a control point 124 (e.g., adding control point 2). While certain splitting



methods are disclosed, other splitting methods may be employed and the disclosure

should not be so limited.

[0053] FIG. 4B illustrates an implementation of a first control point 1, 124 split into

two new control points la, lb, 124, each having a position different from the position of

the first control point 1, 124, for example, adjacent to the first control point 1, 124, such

as, on either side of the first control point 1, 124. In some examples, the first control

point 1, 124 may be split into more than two control points 124, e.g., three or more.

Additionally, referring to FIGS. 5A-5C, the energy layer(s) (EL) associated with a

control point 124 are re-distributed and re-organized. For example, the first control point

1, 124 is capable of emitting beams 104, where each beam has an energy layer EL from

the energy layers ELl-ELn. Each energy layer ELl-ELn is optimized to deliver a robust

proton treatment therapy to the patient 112 and ensure a robust tumor coverage as well as

sparing organs that are not cancerous. In some examples, the energy layers ELl-ELn are

arranged in ascending/decending order where the first energy layer ELI associated with a

first beam 104 has less energy than the last energy layer ELn associated with a different

beam 104. In other words, the different beam 104 having the last energy layer ELn

(highest energy layer) reaches the furthest distance within the tumor 114. The first

control point 1, 124 is split between a first new control point la, 124 and a second new

control point lb, 124. As shown, system 100 splits the energy layers ELl-ELn of the

first control point 1, 124 by consecutively giving each one of the first and second new

control points la, lb, 124 energy layers ELl-ELn of the first control point 1, 124.

Therefore, once all the energy layers ELl-ELn of the first control point 1, 124 are split

between the first and second new control points la, lb, 124, then the first new control

point la, 124 has a number of energy layers NEL (ia) calculated according to:

NEL( ) = (N +l)/2 if N is odd ( 1A)

NEL( ) = N /2 if N is even (IB)

where N is the total number of energy layers EL of the control point 1, 124 prior to being

split. In addition, the second new control point lb, 124 has a number of energy layers

NEL (ib) calculated according to:

N EL(ib) = ( N -l)/2 if N is odd (2A)

NEL (ib) = N /2 if N is even (2B)



[0054] In some implementations, an MU associated with a beam at the first control

point beam 1, 124 for a specific energy layer i may be determined by:

Beam lold = oldMUweighting (i) * EnergyLayer i (3)

where i is an energy layer EL, and N is the total number of energy layers.

[0055] After splitting the first control point 1, 124, each of the first and second new

control points 124 has a beam energy calculated based on the following equations when

N is even:

Beam l a = ∑ = oldMUweighting (2i + 1) * EnergyLayer(2i + 1) (4A)

Beam l b = oldMUweighting (2i) * EnergyLayer 2 ) (5A)

The beam energy for the first and second new control point 124 may be calculated based

on the following equations when N is odd:

Beam l a = " oldMUweighting (2n + 1) * EnergyLayer (2i+l) (5A)

Beam IB = oldMUweighting (2n) * EnergyLayer (2i+l) (5B)

where N is the total number of the energy layer

[0056] In an implementation, system 100 employs a spot number (weighting)

mechanism in addition to, or separately from, the energy layer filtration as described

above. The spot number or weighting reduction mechanism may be utilized to filter, or

otherwise remove, the MU spots or lines sequentially designated as being below a certain

threshold. It is to be appreciated that this filtration may occur simultaneously, or

randomly, during the optimizations. In exemplary implementations, the threshold may be

determined as a bottom ten percent (10%) after energy layer filtration, integrated with

energy layer filtration, or independent of energy layer filtration.

[0057] In an implementation, system 100 may be designed to undertake energy layer

re-connection to reduce the number of energy layers and the associated switching time.

For example, and among others, system 100 adjusts the energy layer from a first beam

impact angle (IA) to the same energy level when an adjacent impact angle (IA) has (i) an

energy difference that is below a threshold level, and (ii) a comparable MU weighting.

For example, consider 115MeV and 10MU when the first impact angle (IA) is 0 degrees,

and 1lOMeV and 5MU when the adjacent impact angle (IA) is 1 degree. In this instance,



the energy layers of 1lOMeV may be adjusted to 115MeV so the system reduced one (1)

energy layer switching time during the proton beam delivery.

[0058] FIGS. 6A-6C illustrate another example of splitting the energy layers 124

associated with a control point 1, 124, which may include for each energy layer (EL),

dividing the MU associated with that energy layer EL between a first and second new

control point la, lb, 124 based on a threshold MU (e.g., a fraction of the MU associated

with the original control point 1, 124) associated with each one of the first and second

new control points la, lb, 124. For example, an energy layer ELi-ELn of a first control

point 124 has a first MU value. The MU value may be split between the first new control

point la, 124 and the second new control point lb, 124, where each of the first and

second new control points la, lb, 124 is associated with a fraction fa, ft of the MU value

associated with the energy level ELi-ELn. The summation of the fractions fa, ft equals to

one (fa + ft = 1). In other w0rds, the first new control point la, 124 may have a first

fraction fa of the energy layer ELi-ELn and the second new control point lb may have a

second fraction ft of the energy layer ELi-ELn. For example, the energy level ELi-ELn

may have an MU value of 120 MU. After splitting the energy level ELi-ELn into the first

new and second new energy levels la, lb, 124, then the ELi-ELn energy level ELi-ELn

may having a first fraction fa being half the MU value of the MU of the energy layer

ELi-ELn, while the second new control point lb, 124 has an energy layer having the

remaining half of the MU value of the MU of the energy level ELi-ELn. As such, the

total number of energy layers of the first and second new control points la, lb, 124 are

doubled; however, the total MU of the first and second new control points la, lb, 124 is

equal to the MU associated with the old control point 1, 124. Therefore, if the energy

level ELi-ELn has an total MU of 120 MU, then the first control point la, 124 may have

an MU of 60 MU and the second control point lb, 124 has an MU of 60MU. If the

energy level ELi-ELn has an MU of 120MU, then the first control point la, 124 may have

an MU of 40MU (where fa is 1/3) and the second control point lb, 124 has an MU of

80MU (where fa is 2/3). In another implementation, the system may use a combination of

both the energy split such as re-distribution together with employing a split of the MU

weighting of each energy mechanism.



[0059] Referring back to FIGS. 4C and 7A-7C, in some implementations, a second

control point is added in addition to an original first control point, where the first control

point 1, 124 remains in the same location and the second control point 2, 124 has an

adjacent location to the first control point 1, 124. In some examples, more than one

control point 124 is added to the first control point 1, 124, e.g., a third or more control

points may be added. Referring to FIG. 4C, a second control point 2, 124 is added in

addition to the first control point 1, 124. FIGS. 7A-7C illustrate the energy layer ELi-

ELn re-organization and re-distribution process. FIG. 7A illustrates an original first

control point 1, 124 that includes energy layers ELi-ELn. In this case, system 100 adds a

second control point 2, 124, which consecutively takes every other energy layer ELi-ELn

from the first control point 1, 124, which results in a first new control point 1, 124 shown

in FIG. 6B, and the second control point 2, 124 shown in FIG. 7C. As a result, the new

first control point 1, 124 (FIG. 7) has less energy layers ELi-ELn than the original control

point shown in FIG. 7A. In addition, the first new control point has a number of energy

layers calculated based on equation 1, while the second new control point 2, 124 has a

number of energy layers calculated based on equation 2 .

[0060] In some implementations, an MU associated with the first control point beam

1, 124 for a specific energy layer i may be determined by equation 3 above. In addition,

the new first control point la, 124 and the added control point 2, 124 have a beam energy

determined by the following equations when N is even:

Beam lnew oldMUweighting (2i + 1) * Energy Layer{2i + 1) (6A)

Beam 2 = J i oldMUweighting (2i) * Energy Layer{2i) (7A)

if N is odd:

Beam lnew = =o oldMUweighting (2i + 1) * Energy Layer{2i + 1) (6B)

Beam 2 = 1 2oldMUweighting (2i) * Energy Layer{2i) (7B)

where N is the total number of the energy layer.

[0061] As described in FIGS. 4B, 4C, 5A-5C, 6A-6C, and 7A-7C the energy layers

ELl-ELn of a first control point 124 are split (FIGS. 4B, 5A-5C) or reduced (FIGS. 4C

and 7A-7C), or its associated MU values are split (FIGS. 4B, 6A-6C) in a consecutive

manner, more specifically splitting each energy layer EL to one of the new consecutive



points. However, the energy layers EL associated with the first control point 1, 124 may

be split in other ways, such as, but not limited to, the MU associated with each energy

layer EL of the control point, a total value of MUs per control point, a total number of

energy layers EL associated with each control point 124, or any other method.

[0062] It is emphasized that any method to re-organize and re-distribute the energy

layers EL may be used, that the number of energy layers may not be maintained, i.e., one

or more additional energy layers could be added as a re-sampling mechanism in block

362. Similarly, in some examples, each energy level within a control point may be split

differently than another energy level within the same control point. In some examples,

energy layer will go through a sorting process that higher energy layer moving to control

point 1 and lower energy layers moving to control point 2 .

[0063] FIGs. 8A and 8B illustrate an exemplary implementation of a method to

enhance a spot delivery sequence to thereby undertake a re-organization and re

distribution of a first control point (e.g., having a gantry angle 40°). As illustrated in each

of FIG. 8A and FIG 8B one or more control points 124 may be divided into two or more

control points (e.g., gantry angles of 39° and 40° or couch position of x = 10cm and

10.5cm) wherein the resultant, divided control points each have a position or gantry angle

that is different from the position of the control point from which the division occurred,

124. In an implementation, for example, the divided control points may be positioned

adjacent to the first control point, 124, such as, on either side of the first control point,

124. In another example, the first control point, 124 may be split into more than two

control points 124, e.g., three or more. In addition to the energy layer re-distribution and

re-organization such as FIGS. 5A-5C, each control point, 124, might contain multiple

energy layers; such that each energy layer contains a layer of spots and further wherein

each spot has a position in an X, Y direction (as referenced from the beam eye view).

[0064] An example of a sequence re-organization and re-distribution will now be

described. In an implementation, the a control point, 124 is capable of emitting beams

104, wherein at least one of the emitting beams has energy layer(s) EL. In the described

example, each energy layer ELi-ELn may be directed to one or more spots which may be,

in a preferred form, optimized to deliver a robust proton treatment therapy to the patient

112 (e.g., to help ensure robust tumor coverage, spare organs that are not cancerous, and



the like). It is to be appreciated that the control point splitting can be used in a variety of

environments, including line scanning sequence particle therapy machines as shown in

FIG. 8A and spiral scanning sequence particle therapy machines as shown in FIG. 8B. In

each of FIGs. 8A and 8B, the spots of the specific energy layer illustrated with respect to

the first control point, 124 are divided into first and second new control points based on

the machine delivery sequence. Accordingly, the radiation dose delivered from control

point that was divided is approximately equal to the aggregate radiation dose that is

delivered by first and second control points. The position or gantry angle of the first and

second control points is so close relative to first and second control point such that the

proton beam delivered through the continuous arc delivery approximately equals the

proton beam had it been delivered at the position of the static control point from which

first and second control points were derived. Accordingly, the result of the described re

distribution and re-organization from a primary control point divided into two or more

sub-control point is interpolation of the energy and spot delivery sequence for a

continuous and dynamic particle arc treatment. For clarity, the division of the control

points may include, energy layers, spots, or a combination of energy layer and spot

delivery sequence re-organization and re-distribution. And, for greater clarity, the

foregoing re-organization and re-distribution technique may be incorporated at one or

both of the treatment plan system to optimize the plan and in the hardware (e.g., by the

gantry, beamline, cyclotron, or the like) in each cse to deliver an efficient and effective

particle arc therapy.

[0065] In an implementation, blocks 342A and 344 may be implemented randomly

for example, implementing block 342A one or more times than implementing block 344

one or more times, or implementing block 344 one or more times than implementing

block 342A one or more times. The two blocks 342A and 344 are interchangeable and

their interchangeability does not affect the treatment plan. However, the

interchangeability of the two blocks 342A and 344 may affect the calculation time/speed

for determining the treatment plan. For example, when system 100 executes block 342A

first, the system 100 filters or removes low-weighted energy layers in the plan, which

results in less energy layers and spots compared to when system 100 re-samples the

control points 124 at block 346 first. More energy layers and spots take more time to



calculate and optimize. Therefore, when system 100 executes block 344 before block

342A, it might take the system 100 longer to find a plan than when the system 100

executes block 342A before 344. For example, assuming there are eight control points

each having 50 energy layers and 1500 spots, then if system 100 executes block 342A

first, the result will remain eight control points 124 with 40 energy layers and 1200 spots,

which is less energy layers and spots than the original plan. Then system 100 executes

block 344 and re-samples the control points 124, where each control point has less energy

layers than the original control points prior to filtration. However, if system 100 re-

samples (block 344) the control points 124 prior to filtration (block 342A, then system

100 has to perform calculations on a larger number of energy layers and spots, which

increases the time to determine an optimization treatment plan.

[0066] In an alternative system, block 340 of FIG. 3A may be obviated and replaced

with a user pre-defined treatment plan identified by a user (See FIG. 3D). For example, a

practitioner may identify a pre-defined control point sampling frequency (CPSF) and,

based on the desired CPSF, system 100 may process this information to pre-define energy

layers and performing sorting of the control points to identify a plan.

[0067] At block 350 (similar to block 330), system 100 determines an optimized

treatment plan for patient 112 (e.g., a robust optimization or other types of optimizations

described with respect to block 330). The optimization plan determines a beam dose plan

for the beam 104 to irradiate the tumor 114. This optimization plan is based on the

filtered energy layers of block 342A or the random control point re-sampling and energy

layer re-organization and re-distribution at block 344. Therefore, the robust optimization

at block 330 is different than the robust optimization of block 350, because each is based

on the sample of control points 124 having different energy layers, e.g., the optimization

at block 330 is implemented on the control points 124 having the identified energy layers,

while the robust optimization at block 350 is implemented on the control points 124

having the filtered energy layers or resampled and reorganized energy layers or filtered

spots.

[0068] As depicted and in some implementations, at block 360, system 100

determines if the current plan quality is acceptable. Several methods may be used to

determine if the plan quality is acceptable. For example, system 100 may determine if a



current plan has reached target coverage or if an objective value is reached. For example,

system 100 may consider a good quality plan to include a specific number of control

points 124 within the arc rotation. Therefore, an acceptable plan quality may be

identified when a plan has reached a threshold number of control points 124. In other

examples, a good plan quality may be identified when the plan has reached a specific

proton beam delivery time that a user has defined.

[0069] In some implementations, plan quality may be assigned an objective value

based on one more factors associated with a plan and a plan may be identified as a quality

plan provided that the objective value is at or above an identified threshold object value.

For example, system 100 may determines if an objective value associated with the

treatment plan has increased, e.g., by 10% from a previous objective plan and identify

whether this increase is acceptable.

[0070] In some examples, the previous objective value is an average of one or more

individual objective values. In an implementation, the objective value may be a

measurement of time for the cancer treatment plan to be completed. The objective value

may be other values as well. If the objective value has not increased by a threshold value

(e.g., 10%), then system 100 repeats blocks 340-356 until the objective value has

increased by the threshold value. For example, the objective value may be a

measurement of time for the cancer treatment plan to be completed. The objective value

may be other values as well. If the objective value has not increased by a threshold value

(e.g., 10% ), then system 100 repeats blocks 340-360 until the objective value has

increased by the threshold value. The objective value may be determined based on an

objective function, also referred to as an optimization function and cost value, shown in

the below equation:

COSt Value (F) = WTarget*FTar et + WRiskl*FRiskl + WRisk2*FRisk2 (8)

Where wtarget is a weight value associated with the target (i.e., tumor), penalties value, or

an importance factor, and Ftarget is the difference between the current value vs. the goal

that system 100 is aiming to reach, costlets, or indicators. WRiski is a weight value

associated with the tissue or organs that are adjacent to the tumor; and FRiski is the

difference between the current dose would be delivered to the specific organs vs the goal

that system 100 is aiming to spare for this specific organs.



[0071] In some examples, Ftarget may be written as: FTarget = (Dtarget - Do)2 where Dtarget

is the goal of prescription dose to the target and D o is the current dose to the target. The

bigger difference between the current value and objectives, the higher the cost value is,

which also means the system need to further optimize the treatment plan to reach an

optimized treatment plan.

[0072] In step-and-shoot mode, system 100 determines if the time for the gantry or

couch rotation or translational movement, i.e., the rotation of output 120 with respect to

table 110 is greater than the time to switch energy layers, then system 100 keeps at least

one energy layer per control point 124, e.g., (1-6 energy layers per control point 124).

For example, if it takes three seconds for gantry to move between two consecutive

control points 124, and energy layer switching time is less than 3 seconds, then system

100 keeps at least one energy layer per control point 124. In an implementation of the

continuous delivery mode, system 100 may optionally retain the control point resampling

until it reaches a desired arc sampling frequency or process as set out in a pre-defined

manner (see, e.g, block 240 in FIG. 2).

[0073] As previously discussed, higher control point sampling frequency indicates a

smaller angle difference between the adjacent control points. In this situation, delivery of

a beam 104 simultaneously with the gantry/couch rotation is a close approximation to

delivering a beam 104 at a static control point angle. Desired arc sampling frequency

means that there is enough control points within an arc so that there is almost no

dosimetric difference between static step-and-shoot delivery and continuous delivery

mode. Reaching a desired arc sampling frequency means that to achieve enough sampling

control point so there is minimum dosimetric difference between static step-and-shoot

deliveries and continuous proton beam arc delivery.

[0074] In a system 100 that utilizes an iterative optimization approach based on the

random control point re-sampling, energy layer, spot delivery sequence re-organization,

re-distribution, and energy layer filtration and spot number reduction. During the random

iterative optimization process, each step may be arranged to generate a plan with an

objective value. And once the objective value has exceeded a pre-defined threshold

value, system 100 may reject the previous step and restarts the random process again. In

some implementations, the optimization process includes, but is not limited to,



radiobiology (RBE) optimization, physical dose optimization, and the like. For example,

as illustrated in FIG. 3B, after system 100 filters the energy layers at block 342A or re-

samples the control points 124 and re-organizes and re-distributes the energy layers at

block 344, 350A, if the objective value is higher than 10% of the previous plan, the

current filtered or re-sampled new control points will be rejected and the system 100

starts a new random search procedure based on the previous plan. If the objective value

is lower than the previous plan, system 100 accepts the new filtered or re-sampled control

points 124 and continues the random search based on the current plan.

[0075] At block 370, an implementation of a system 100 may determine if a

treatment plan has reached a user defined quality based on user preference, such as, e.g.,

a specific time, tumor coverage, or other measurable variables. If system 100 determines

that the treatment plan has not reached the user defined quality, then system 100

reiterates block 340, described above by selecting a random method between the energy

layer filtration at block 342A or the control point re-sampling and energy layer re-

distribution at block 344. System 100 repeats this process until system 100 determines

that the treatment plan reached is according to the user defined plan quality. Once,

system 100 determines that the treatment plan reached is according to the user defined

plan quality, system 100 can begin treatment of the tumor 114 according to the plan.

System 100 randomly repeats blocks 342A and 344 as long as the treatment plan has not

reached a user defined quality to increase or split the original coarse sampling control

points (shown in FIG. 4A) into new and finite control points without causing

unacceptable plan and dose calculation time, resulting in a step-and-shoot or a continuous

delivery arc plan with desired control point 124 sampling frequency. Therefore, system

100 seeks to create enough sampling control points or a sampling rate for a continuous

arc delivery. This results in a significantly reduced calculation time. For example,

system 100 may deliver a beam 104 having at least one energy layer (e.g., 1-6 energy

layers each outputted at as a separate beam) at each control point 124, where system 100,

after executing blocks 342A and 344 determines that the SPArc includes 360 degrees of

full rotation about the patient, with control points at every two degrees. In other words,

system 100 delivers a beam 104 to the patient 112 at every two degrees or continuously



delivers the beam during the gantry/couch rotation, delivering the most efficient

treatment plan.

[0076] Referring to FIG. 3B, in some implementations, system 100 performs

additional optional improvements to the treatment plan of FIG. 3A . At block 380, system

100 performs random energy layer re-sampling on the previously reached treatment plan

at block 370. For example, system 100 randomly adds additional energy layers to the

treatment plan at random control points 124 (i.e., existing control points 124). System

100 may add an additional 10% energy layer to further optimize the treatment plan.

[0077] At block 342B, system 100 performs energy layer filtration similar to the

energy layer filtration performed in block 342A. Thereafter, system 100 may perform an

optimization step at block 382 that is similar to the optimization referenced at blocks 330

and 350. At block 384, system 100 undertakes to determine if the treatment plan quality

has improved compared to the last plan quality. If the system 100 identifies that the

treatment plan quality has improved, then system 100 determines that the treatment plan

quality may be further improved and performs block 342B-384 until system 100

determines that the plan quality can no longer be improved. When system 100

determines that the treatment plan quality may not be improved, system 100 determines

that it is the desired treatment plan for the patient 112.

[0078] In some examples, the desired treatment plan may be based on user pre-

defined factors. Referring to FIG. 3C, at block 390, system 100 delivers an optimized

and efficient cancer treatment plan with continuous beam delivery, based on one of the

user preferences. For example, some clinicians prefer best plan quality, so they will

choose the lowest objective value plan. Some clinicians prefer a faster delivery plan, so

they might choose a plan with the shortest delivery time while compromise the plan

quality. Or some clinicians will choose a moderated plan with both good plan quality as

well as medium delivery time.

[0079] Traditional proton systems extract each energy layer one by one through an

energy selection method. However, system 100 includes a proton system that will be

able to extract multi-energy layers at same time. In this case, system 100 delivers a

proton beam 104 having multi-energy layers at a control point 124 in a step-and-shoot or

continuously without costing additional energy layer switch time. In energy re-



distribution mechanism 344, system 100 use the methods described in FIGS. 2-6 to re

distribute the energy layer to the new control points 124.

[0080] FIG. 10 is a schematic view of an example computing device 800 that may be

used to implement the systems and methods described in this document. The computing

device 800 is intended to represent various forms of digital computers, such as laptops,

desktops, workstations, personal digital assistants, servers, blade servers, mainframes,

and other appropriate computers. The components shown here, their connections and

relationships, and their functions, are meant to be exemplary only, and are not meant to

limit implementations of the inventions described and/or claimed in this document.

[0081] The treatment planning and delivery mechanism includes computational based

optimal beam angle (step and shoot) and optimal arc trajectory (continues arc) searching

software platform and delivery framework to improve overall treatment plan quality and

delivery efficiency. The optimal beam angle and trajectory-searching algorithm utilizes

the entire solid angle search space for treatment dose optimization to further increase the

therapeutic ratio. Optimal arc trajectories are generated and selected based on global

optimization of the spot positions, spot weighting, and beam angles. The most efficient

arc trajectories are selected for treatment delivery.

[0082] The computing device 800 includes a processor 130, 810, memory 820, a

storage device 132, 830, a high-speed interface/controller 840 connecting to the memory

820 and high-speed expansion ports 850, and a low speed interface/controller 860

connecting to low speed bus 870 and storage device 830. Each of the components 810,

820, 830, 840, 850, and 860, are interconnected using various busses, and may be

mounted on a common motherboard or in other manners as appropriate. The processor

810 can process instructions for execution within the computing device 800, including

instructions stored in the memory 820 or on the storage device 830 to display graphical

information for a graphical user interface (GUI) on an external input/output device, such

as display 880 coupled to high speed interface 840. In other implementations, multiple

processors and/or multiple buses may be used, as appropriate, along with multiple

memories and types of memory. Also, multiple computing devices 800 may be

connected, with each device providing portions of the necessary operations (e.g., as a

server bank, a group of blade servers, or a multi -processor system).



[0083] The memory 820 stores information non-transitorily within the computing

device 800. The memory 820 may be a computer-readable medium, a volatile memory

unit(s), or non-volatile memory unit(s). The non-transitory memory 820 may be physical

devices used to store programs (e.g., sequences of instructions) or data (e.g., program

state information) on a temporary or permanent basis for use by the computing device

800. Examples of non-volatile memory include, but are not limited to, flash memory and

read-only memory (ROM) / programmable read-only memory (PROM) / erasable

programmable read-only memory (EPROM) / electronically erasable programmable read

only memory (EEPROM) (e.g., typically used for firmware, such as boot programs).

Examples of volatile memory include, but are not limited to, random access memory

(RAM), dynamic random access memory (DRAM), static random access memory

(SRAM), phase change memory (PCM) as well as disks or tapes.

[0084] The storage device 830 is capable of providing mass storage for the

computing device 800. In some implementations, the storage device 830 is a computer-

readable medium. In various different implementations, the storage device 830 may be a

floppy disk device, a hard disk device, an optical disk device, or a tape device, a flash

memory or other similar solid state memory device, or an array of devices, including

devices in a storage area network or other configurations. In additional implementations,

a computer program product is tangibly embodied in an information carrier. The

computer program product contains instructions that, when executed, perform one or

more methods, such as those described above. The information carrier is a computer- or

machine-readable medium, such as the memory 820, the storage device 830, or memory

on processor 810.

[0085] The high speed controller 840 manages bandwidth-intensive operations for the

computing device 800, while the low speed controller 860 manages lower bandwidth-

intensive operations. Such allocation of duties is exemplary only. In some

implementations, the high-speed controller 840 is coupled to the memory 820, the display

880 (e.g., through a graphics processor or accelerator), and to the high-speed expansion

ports 850, which may accept various expansion cards (not shown). In some

implementations, the low-speed controller 860 is coupled to the storage device 830 and

low-speed expansion port 870. The low-speed expansion port 870, which may include



various communication ports (e.g., USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet, wireless Ethernet), may be

coupled to one or more input/output devices, such as a keyboard, a pointing device, a

scanner, or a networking device, such as a switch or router, e.g., through a network

adapter.

[0086] The computing device 800 may be implemented in a number of different

forms, as shown in the figure. For example, it may be implemented as a standard server

800a or multiple times in a group of such servers 800a, as a laptop computer 800b, or as

part of a rack server system 800c.

[0087] Various implementations of the systems and techniques described here can be

realized in digital electronic circuitry, integrated circuitry, specially designed ASICs

(application specific integrated circuits), FPGAs (field-programmable gate arrays),

computer hardware, firmware, software, and/or combinations thereof. These various

implementations can include implementation in one or more computer programs that are

executable and/or interpretable on a programmable system including at least one

programmable processor, which may be special or general purpose, coupled to receive

data and instructions from, and to transmit data and instructions to, a storage system, at

least one input device, and at least one output device.

[0088] These computer programs (also known as programs, software, software

applications or code) include machine instructions for this programmable processor and

can be implemented in a high-level procedural and/or object-oriented programming

language, and/or in assembly/machine language. As used herein, the terms "machine-

readable medium" and "computer-readable medium" refer to any computer program

product, apparatus and/or device (e.g., magnetic discs, optical disks, memory,

Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs)) used to provide machine instructions and/or data

to a programmable processor, including a machine-readable medium that receives

machine instructions as a machine-readable signal. The term "machine-readable signal"

refers to any signal used to provide machine instructions and/or data to a programmable

processor.

[0089] Implementations of the subject matter and the functional operations described

in this specification can be implemented in digital electronic circuitry, or in computer

software, firmware, or hardware, including the structures disclosed in this specification



and their structural equivalents, or in combinations of one or more of them. Moreover,

subject matter described in this specification can be implemented as one or more

computer program products, i.e., one or more modules of computer program instructions

encoded on a computer readable medium for execution by, or to control the operation of,

data processing apparatus. The computer readable medium can be a machine-readable

storage device, a machine-readable storage substrate, a memory device, a composition of

matter affecting a machine-readable propagated signal, or a combination of one or more

of them. The terms "data processing apparatus", "computing device" and "computing

processor" encompass all apparatus, devices, and machines for processing data, including

by way of example a programmable processor, a computer, or multiple processors or

computers. The apparatus can include, in addition to hardware, code that creates an

execution environment for the computer program in question, e.g., code that constitutes

processor firmware, a protocol stack, a database management system, an operating

system, or a combination of one or more of them. A propagated signal is an artificially

generated signal, e.g., a machine-generated electrical, optical, or electromagnetic signal

that is generated to encode information for transmission to suitable receiver apparatus.

[0090] A computer program (also known as an application, program, software,

software application, script, or code) can be written in any form of programming

language, including compiled or interpreted languages, and it can be deployed in any

form, including as a stand-alone program or as a module, component, subroutine, or other

unit suitable for use in a computing environment. A computer program does not

necessarily correspond to a file in a file system. A program can be stored in a portion of

a file that holds other programs or data (e.g., one or more scripts stored in a markup

language document), in a single file dedicated to the program in question, or in multiple

coordinated files (e.g., files that store one or more modules, sub programs, or portions of

code). A computer program can be deployed to be executed on one computer or on

multiple computers that are located at one site or distributed across multiple sites and

interconnected by a communication network.

[0091] The processes and logic flows described in this specification can be performed

by one or more programmable processors executing one or more computer programs to

perform functions by operating on input data and generating output. The processes and



logic flows can also be performed by, and apparatus can also be implemented as, special

purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA (field programmable gate array) or an ASIC

(application specific integrated circuit), or an ASIC specially designed to withstand the

high radiation environment of space (known as "radiation hardened", or "rad-hard").

[0092] Processors suitable for the execution of a computer program include, by way

of example, both general and special purpose microprocessors, and any one or more

processors of any kind of digital computer. Generally, a processor will receive

instructions and data from a read only memory or a random access memory or both. The

essential elements of a computer are a processor for performing instructions and one or

more memory devices for storing instructions and data. Generally, a computer will also

include, or be operatively coupled to receive data from or transfer data to, or both, one or

more mass storage devices for storing data, e.g., magnetic, magneto optical disks, or

optical disks. However, a computer need not have such devices. Moreover, a computer

can be embedded in another device, e.g., a mobile telephone, a personal digital assistant

(PDA), a mobile audio player, a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, to name just

a few. Computer readable media suitable for storing computer program instructions and

data include all forms of non-volatile memory, media and memory devices, including by

way of example semiconductor memory devices, e.g., EPROM, EEPROM, and flash

memory devices; magnetic disks, e.g., internal hard disks or removable disks; magneto

optical disks; and CD ROM and DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the memory can

be supplemented by, or incorporated in, special purpose logic circuitry.

[0093] One or more aspects of the disclosure can be implemented in a computing

system that includes a backend component, e.g., as a data server, or that includes a

middleware component, e.g., an application server, or that includes a frontend

component, e.g., a client computer having a graphical user interface or a Web browser

through which a user can interact with an implementation of the subject matter described

in this specification, or any combination of one or more such backend, middleware, or

frontend components. The components of the system can be interconnected by any form

or medium of digital data communication, e.g., a communication network. Examples of

communication networks include a local area network ("LAN") and a wide area network



("WAN"), an inter-network (e.g., the Internet), and peer-to-peer networks (e.g., ad hoc

peer-to-peer networks).

[0094] The computing system can include clients and servers. A client and server are

generally remote from each other and typically interact through a communication

network. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer programs

running on the respective computers and having a client-server relationship to each other.

In some implementations, a server transmits data (e.g., an HTML page) to a client device

(e.g., for purposes of displaying data to and receiving user input from a user interacting

with the client device). Data generated at the client device (e.g., a result of the user

interaction) can be received from the client device at the server.

[0095] While this specification contains many specifics, these should not be

construed as limitations on the scope of the disclosure or of what may be claimed, but

rather as descriptions of features specific to particular implementations of the disclosure.

Certain features that are described in this specification in the context of separate

implementations can also be implemented in combination in a single implementation.

Conversely, various features that are described in the context of a single implementation

can also be implemented in multiple implementations separately or in any suitable sub

combination. Moreover, although features may be described above as acting in certain

combinations and even initially claimed as such, one or more features from a claimed

combination can in some cases be excised from the combination, and the claimed

combination may be directed to a sub-combination or variation of a sub-combination.

[0096] Similarly, while operations are depicted in the drawings in a particular order,

this should not be understood as requiring that such operations be performed in the

particular order shown or in sequential order, or that all illustrated operations be

performed, to achieve desirable results. In certain circumstances, multi-tasking and

parallel processing may be advantageous. Moreover, the separation of various system

components in the embodiments described above should not be understood as requiring

such separation in all embodiments, and it should be understood that the described

program components and systems can generally be integrated together in a single

software product or packaged into multiple software products.



[0097] A number of implementations have been described. Nevertheless, it will be

understood that various modifications may be made without departing from the spirit and

scope of the disclosure. Accordingly, other implementations are within the scope of the

following claims. For example, the actions recited in the claims can be performed in a

different order and still achieve desirable results.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1 . A method of delivering a particle beam at a target, wherein the particle beam is

delivered from an output device at a plurality of control points, the method comprising:

delivering a substantially continuous particle beam about the plurality of control

points.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein method further comprises

identifying an initial set of control points;

providing a first group of optimized beams, wherein each optimized beam of the

first group of optimized beams is configured to be output at a first control point and

steered towards one or more energy layers that are associated with one or more monitor

unit (MU).

reducing energy layers among the first group of optimized beams associated with an MU

that is lower than a threshold MU; and

providing a second group of optimized beams, each optimized beam of the second

group of optimized beams configured to be output at the first control point and having a

reduced number of energy layers.

3 . The method of claim 2, further comprising:

increasing a number of the initial control points; and

maintaining a total number of energy layers equal to or less than a total number of

energy layers associated with the initial control points during movement of the beam

between the plurality of control points.

4 . The method of claim 3, wherein increasing the number of control points

comprises splitting each control point into at least two adjacent control points, wherein a

first and second adjacent control point each have a total number of energy layers being

the same as a number of energy layers of the control point.



5 . The method of claim 3, wherein increasing the number of initial control points

comprises splitting each control point into a first adjacent control point and a second

adjacent control point or three or more adjacent control point, the first and second

adjacent control points having a total number of energy layers being less or greater than a

number of energy layers of the control point.

6 . The method of claim 3, wherein increasing the number of initial control points

comprises adding one or more adjacent control points to each initial control point, the

adjacent control point having a fraction number of the total energy layers or MU of the

initial control point.

7 . The method of claim 2 further comprising:

switching energy layers of at least one of the first group of optimized beams while

adjusting at least two of the plurality of control points.

8 . The method of claim 7 further comprising:

delivering one or more beams to an energy layer at the at least two control points;

and

switching energy layers of at least one of the first group of optimized beams while

adjusting at least two of the plurality of control points.

9 . The method of claim 7 further comprising:

delivering one or more beams to an energy layer at the at least two control points;

and

switching energy layers and adjusting the delivery of one or more spots associated

with at least one of the energy layers.

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

identifying a pre-selected control point sampling frequency and deriving the

control points based on the pre-selected control point sampling frequency.



11. The method of claim 10, further comprising:

pre-defining energy layers based on one or both of the control points and the

control point sampling frequency; and

sorting the energy layers.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

defining control point zones having a range of energy layers;

assigning control points into the control point zones; and

optimizing plan quality based on the control point zones and the control points.

13. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

optimizing the delivery of the among the control points.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the beam is directed at one or more energy

layers among at least two adjacent control points, wherein the step of optimizing

comprises:

combining the at least two adjacent control points when one or both of (i) a

difference between an energy level of one of the at least two adjacent control points and

the energy level of the other of the at least two adjacent control points is beneath a

threshold energy level difference amount; and (ii) a difference between a monitor unit of

one of the at least two adjacent control points and the monitor unit of the other of the at

least two adjacent control points is beneath a threshold monitor unit difference amount

15. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

optimizing the delivery by utilizing at least one of a (i) a spot reduction

mechanism to remove one or more spots about target that have a MU at or below a MU

threshold (ii) an energy layer reduction to remove one or more energy layers about target,

that have a MU at or below a MU threshold, (iii) a control point re-sampling, (iv) energy

layer re-distribution among the control points, (v) a spot delivery sequence re-distribution

or re-organization or a combination thereof.



16. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

further optimizing the delivery by again utilizing at least one of a (i) a spot

reduction mechanism to remove one or more spots about target that have a MU at or

below a MU threshold (ii) an energy layer reduction to remove one or more energy layers

about target, that have a MU at or below a MU threshold, (iii) a control point re

sampling, (iv) energy layer re-distribution among the control points, (v) a spot delivery

sequence re-distribution or re-organization or a combination thereof.

17. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

optimizing the delivery by utilizing a spot reduction mechanism to remove one or

more spots about target that have a MU at or below a MU.

18. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

optimizing the delivery by utilizing an energy layer reduction to remove one or

more energy layers about target, that have a MU at or below a MU threshold.

19. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

optimizing the delivery by utilizing a control point re-sampling.

20. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

a control point re-sampling.

21. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

energy layer re-distribution among the control points.

22. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

a spot delivery sequence re-distribution or re-organization or a combination

thereof.



23. The method of claim 15, wherein the MU threshold is defined as the bottom i.e.

ten percent (10%) of one, some or all of (i) spot MUs in a plan; (ii) energy layers;

(iii)impact angles; and (iv) a combination thereof.

24. The method of claim 15, wherein the spot reduction mechanism removes the low

MU spots or lines sequentially, simultaneously or randomly during the step of optimizing

such that it can define filter i.e. 10% of spot after energy layer filtration or integrated with

the energy layer filtration.

25. The method of claim 1, wherein the method of delivery is selected by a user

among a plurality of pre-generated plans.

26. The method of claim 25, wherein the plurality of pre-generated plans are

generated based at least in part on variations to different plan parameters, plan qualities

and delivery efficiency.

27. The method of claim 25, wherein the plurality of pre-generated plans are

generated based at least in part on the objective value of each plan, each individual

objective function, or delivery time for different machines (e.g., fix gantry, full gantry,

synchrotron or cyclotron machine), or parameters (energy layer numbers, spot numbers

or MU).

28. The method of claim 13, wherein the step of delivering the proton beam includes

the sub-step of compensating for one or both of sagging and iso-shift using a magnet to

adjust the center proton beam position.

29. The method of claim 28, wherein the compensating step includes using a look up

table to identify one or more of the following (i) an appropriate magnet coil current; (ii)

an ionizing chamber signal position; (iii) a gantry angle; and (iv) a combination thereof.

30. The method of claim 1, wherein the control points are adjusted via a gantry.



31. The method of claim 1, wherein the control points are adjusted via adjusting the

patient position.

32. The method of claim 31, wherein the patient position is adjusted by means of a

couch or a chair.

33. The method of claim 1, wherein the control points are adjusted by at least one of

an adjustment of (i) a gantry, (ii) a couch, or (iii) a combination of the foregoing.

34. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

simultaneously acquiring an image while delivery the substantially continuous

particle beam.

35. The method of claim 1, wherein the particle beam is delivered in one or more of

(i) a non-coplanar manner, and (ii) a non iso-centric manner, in each case with respect to

the patient and the delivery means.
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